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Technical parameters [in mm]

Effective width 1183

Total width 1233

Thickness of steel sheet 0,5 

Height of forming 30

Module length 363 (batten spacing 350 mm)

izi  
 + FLAT FORM 

Timeless and effective 

roofing. 

 + HIGH Z-TYPE RIBS  

The legally protected, 

innovative Z-type ribs 

mean unique economic, 

installation and aesthetic 

benefits.  

     

 + PERFECTION  

IN DETAILS 

Flawless craftsmanship 

precision and immaculate 

appearance. 

 + LONGITUDINAL RIBS 

Perfectly flat surface 

protected against  

the wavy motion effect. 

 + MODULARITY  

A fast and easy installation 

with low associated costs. 

 + IZI® ROOF IZI® LOOK 

Classic installation or 

without visible fasteners. 

 + DEDICATED 

ACCESSORY SYSTEM 

Perfectly matched, 

functional and complete 

roof system. 

 + IZI® ANTI-WAVE 

Process solutions 

minimizing strains and 

waviness of a flat surface  

 + IZI® LINK 

Original solution making 

the sheets fit together 

like never before.
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IZI® is a bi-module 
sheet metal roof 
tile, designed with 
attention to the 
greatest detail. Its 
perfectly matching 
flat surface 
impresses with 
modest elegance and 
a futuristic character, 

providing roofing that 
is resistant to time 
and passing trends.

Unique form, 
ease and speed 
of installation, 
exceptional durability, 
Z-type ribs, and the 
repeatability  

Printing technology does not 

have the capability of reproducing 

coating colours precisely. The 

colours shown here are intended 

for the orientation purposes only

and may vary from those of the 

coatings themselves.
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 The warranty becomes 

valid after online 

registration  

on www.zet-roof.eu.

Specific warranty 

terms and conditions 

are stated in the 

warranty card.

of colours and 
structures are the 
qualities of IZI®,  
which are confirmed 
by a 55-year warranty.
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